Royal HaskoningDHV has been a leader in engineering consultancy and project management for over 140 years. With their expertise, partnerships, and innovations, they contribute to a better society and try to make many lives worldwide easier, healthier and safer. Their purpose is to Enhance Society Together through their people, expertise, partnerships and innovations. They combine their knowledge with the clients’ strengths to co-create solutions that are designed to enhance the lives of communities around the world. Globally they are solving complex challenges in the built environment through their engineering, design and consulting services, combined with software and technology products.

https://global.royalhaskoningdhv.com/

Who
Royal HaskoningDHV

What
- One day design sprint
- On location at the company
- Working together in a multidisciplinary team of fellow students

Where
Royal HaskoningDHV
Laan 1914 35
3818 EX Amersfoort

Why
Gain valuable work experience
Make impact with your ideas
Meet like-minded people
Receive a certificate-of-participation

“Help us in creating a viable business case to make the digital tool attractive to road authorities.”

Challenge
15/10/2021 9.00 AM – 5.00 PM

Road operators such as provinces and municipalities need to update their road design to be futureproof. This will help them reaching safety related policy goals associated with the introduction of these systems.

As an engineering organization we support road authorities in preparing the road infrastructure with the help of a digital tool. This tool is using a data driven method to assess infrastructural readiness using vehicle, sensor data, and potentially other relevant data. With this output, roads can be improved and designed considering future requirements for ADAS systems.

Are you up for the challenge?

Contact hannah.wahid@tuecontest.nl
or via WhatsApp: +31 (0) 6 30 24 68 72